~1.
The Legend of the Light Wizzard began on a Mountain top,
in a period of Time that yew might at first have a hard time grasping,
~2.
but if you Close your Eyes...
~3.
and Open your Mind...
~4.
you can imagine that this world will come to an end,
and all life as yew know it,
will cease to exist,
~5.
this can happen due to many Catastrophes,
but it will happen one day,
~6.
and then this Galaxy and this solar system will renew itself,
~7.
and all the planets in it will be renewed,
~8.
and all life as yew knew it,
will be renewed,
~9.
and each renewal is called an Iteration,
and this HisStory takes place, on one of those days,
in one of those Iterations,
~10.
Three Wise Men gathered ~11.
in preparation for the long climb to the top of this Mountain,
~12.
where they were to met with 3 Wizzards.
~13.

The three Wise Men have prepared a test for the Wizzards,
and the 3 agreed that if the 3 Wizzards could pass the test,
that they would become the Wizzards students.
~14.
The three Wise Men climbed the Mountain,
~15.
and found a Cave,
~16.
where they were greeted by three Wizzards,
~17.
who invited them into their cave.
~18.
One of the three Wise Men made a Proposition to the Wizzards,
~19.
We have three stacks of Gold Coins,
~20.
one stack belongs to each of us,
each has 10 Gold coins,
~21.
we will give you the three stacks of Gold Coins as payment for teaching us
about the Universe,
~22.
if you can figure out the problem we will set up for you first.
~23.
The Wizzards agreed;
~24.
so the the Wise Men pushed the 3 stacks with 10 Gold Coins in each,
for a total of 30 Gold Coins,
3 x 10 = 30,
to the center of the table they were sitting on,
~25.

then asked one of the Wizzards to remove 5 of the Gold Coins and fairly
divide the Coins,
as a Discount.
~26.
One of the Wizzards reached down and collected the 5 coins,
and set 3 of them in front of the Wise Men,
and two in front of himself,
and said to them,
~27.
for this service I will take 2 of the coins as payment.
~28.
The three Wise Men looked at each other,
~29.
then one of them said,
~30.
as payment,
we have each paid 9 Gold Coins each,
~31.
3 x 9 = 27,
~32.
plus the 2 coins you took as a service fee, would total as 27 + 2 = 29,
~33.
so what happened to the missing coin?
~34.
Then the Wise Man looked pleased with this problem,
as they waited for a reply.
~35.
But Without hesitation,
~36.
one of the Wizzards pointed between the two coins,
~37.
and said the missing coin is here.

~38.
Then Wise Men said, that is not the answer;
~39.
there is no coin where you pointed,
~40.
and you did not solve this problem.
~41.
The Wizzards looked at the Wise Men,
~42.
and said the only problem yew have is seeing the truth,
~43.
your problem is not about the math,
~44.
although its correct it has nothing to do with the problem,
~45.
the problem is how yew tell the story,
~46.
and to Tell a Story,
one must use their Imagination to Tell it,
~47.
and those that listen,
~48.
must use their imagination to understand it;
~49.
it seems yew have failed this test,
~50.
not I.
~51.
The Wise Men sure that they are right demanded that they solve this
problem to their satisfaction.

~52.
The Wizzard said very well,
~53.
stare at the two coins,
~54.
then he sat a Black triangle in between them,
such that the tip was point away from the missing coin,
~55.
then he sat a white triangle in between them at a different angle,
such that the tip pointed at the missing coin,
~56.
after several minutes had passed,
~57.
the Wizzard told them to close their eyes and they will see the coin.
~58.
So the Wise Men did,
~59.
and much to their surprise the coin was there,
~60.
then they said in protest,
~61.
this is an illusion,
~62.
the image faded away,
~63.
the coin is not really there.
~64.
The Wizzard replied,
~65.
did yew 3 see the Coin in your mind?

~66.
All the Wise Men agreed that they saw the coin.
~67.
Then the coin exist, said the Wizzard.
~68.
The Wise Men protested again,
~69.
this is a trick,
~70.
we can not pick up the coin,
~71.
therefore it does not exist.
~72.
The Wizzard relied,
~73.
Repeat the process of staring at the coins,
~74.
then close your eyes,
~75.
but this time change the color of the coins from Gold to White,
~76.
and hold on to that image as if it was real,
~77.
in your mind make it real,
~78.
know its real when you open your eyes,
~79.
and you will be able to pick up the coin,
~80.

this takes much practice for most people,
~81.
and some can never achieve,
~82.
because they can not let go of the Darkness,
~83.
so they can let the Light in,
~84.
so with each breath,
~85.
you most let go of the Darkness,
~86.
Come into the Light.
This point is a hard one to convey,
I was born into the Light,
like most people,
so you understand what it is,
you were just taught that this is not real,
but for me and others like me,
I stayed in the Light,
and it was the Darkness that was hard to see,
but once I saw it,
it scared me,
it was at that point I understood fear,
I then knew what others have been dealing with;
and for the Darkside to go back into the Light,
will require yew to let go of everything that is Dark,
all your Dark thoughts and Ideas;
but first let go of the Fear.
~90.
and let the Light come into your mind,
~91.
see the coins turn White,
~92.
then see them turn to Light,

~93.
hold on to that Light,
~94.
then when you open your eyes you will see the coins again,
~95.
only this time,
it will not fade away.
~96.
Two of the Wize Men stare at the table in awe,
~97.
and poke their finger at the missing coin,
~98.
and one Wize Man said,
~99.
I can feel it,
~100.
its so bright,
~101.
but I can not pick it up.
~102.
The other Wize Man commented,
~103.
it looks white,
but not very bright to me.
~104.
The third Wise Man said,
~105.
all I see is a shiny Black coin,
~106.
but why can I not pick it up?

~107.
The Wizzard said to them,
~108.
yew can not create,
~109.
nor destroy Energy,
~110.
and Light is Energy;
~111.
the Light Wizzard can make the coin by binding the Trinary Molecules in the
shape and size of the coin,
~112.
and you called upon them to do just that,
and they did.
~113.
One of you has a White Soul,
~114.
so you saw the coin as Light,
~115.
one saw it as White,
~116.
because they have a Gray Soul,
~117.
and one saw it as Black,
~118.
because yew have a Black Soul.
~119.
By teaching the 3 Wise Men how to see with their eyes closed,
you are teaching the Blind to see,
this is how the 3 Wise Men because the 3 Wiz Men.

